**KOA SPEER Film Resistor - 1/4, 1/2 Watt**

This page of the document is under the product code of KOA SPEER Film Resistor - 1/4, 1/2 Watt. The text appears to be a table listing various specifications and values for different components. The table includes columns for Type, Code, Value, and various annotations related to specifications and tolerances. The document also features diagrams of film resistors, indicating different parts and terminations.

**MF SERIES - 1% METAL FILM RESISTORS: 1/4W, 1/2W**

- **Features:**
  - Units meet or exceed the MIL-R-15059 standard.
  - Suitable for automatic machine insertion.
  - Marking: blue body color with color-coded bands on MF.
  - Smaller size body variant.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

- **Type:**
  - MF/1C 1% 50 1-49.9
  - MF/1C 1% 100 10-2.21M

**BULK PACKAGING**

- **Mouser STOCK NO.**
  - MF/1C Code .5 221 660-MF1/2CC Value .1% 50 1-49.9
  - MF/1C Code .9 .221 660-MF1/2CT52R Value .1% 100 10-2.21M

**TABLE OF STOCKED VALUES**

- Not all values available in all sizes.

**KAO SPEER Film Resistors - 1/4W, 1/2W**

- **Features:**
  - Suitable for automatic machine insertion.
  - Marking: Beige body color with color-coded bands on CF.
  - Smaller size body variant.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

- **Type:**
  - CF/1C 1/4 0.25W
  - CF/1C 1/4 11M-22M

**BULK PACKAGING**

- **Mouser STOCK NO.**
  - CF/1C Code .17 .127 660-CF1/4CT52R Value .1% 50 1-49.9
  - CF/1C Code .27 .127 660-CF1/4CT52R Value .1% 100 10-2.21M

**TABLE OF STOCKED VALUES**

- Not all values available in all sizes.